
Storytelling
For Humans

Welcome, all! I'm so glad you're here.

Stories have the power to connect, inspire, spark action,
attract supporters, level up our grant proposals, inspire
collaboration, contribute to a healthy organizational
culture, and help our communities imagine what's possible. 

Best of all, his power is available to everyone. We are ALL
storytellers! It's part of our wiring as humans. Learning to
recognize & grow this natural ability in ways that honor our
own humanity and the humanity of those round us can have a
profound impact on advancing our missions and work. 



What brought you here today?
What is something
you're hoping to
gain from today's
workshop and apply
to your nonprofit
leadership work?

When humans encounter a good story,
our brain activity increases 5x!

Good stories can activate
mirroring neurons, which allow
us to understand and even feel
the emotions & experiences of
others. Storytellers can craft
more memorable and engaging
stories by including vivid
sensory details and emotions
that activate their audience's
mirroring neurons. Our brains
can "mirror" the story content as well as the brain
activity of the storyteller! This means that both
your content AND your own emotions as a storyteller
can affect your audience on a physiological level.

How could being More mindful of this
change the way you approach story?



The world is full of this, and people are overwhelmed.
When your nonprofit can interrupt bad news & chaos
with a story of hope, that is a GIFT to your audience!
Shine light on solutions, bright spots, and change.
Welcome people to join in making a difference—many
people want to come together & contribute to
positive change—often we just need to be invited.

 What can we do with this building block?

Story Building Blocks:
Bad News & Chaos

space for ideas
HOw might we share hard truths & stories while caring
for the wellbeing of our audience & community?
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How can a nonprofit use these building blocks?
Focus on change (ALL storytelling = change!)
Highlight someone or something that is making a difference
Tell the story of how a problem was (or is being) solved
Share our failures and learnings
Cliffhangers, count downs, to be continued…
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Story Building Blocks: 
Change,Suspense,& Causality 

How can a nonprofit use this building block?

Use emotion & sensory details to draw people into the story
Include tie-ins to common experiences & shared values
Humanize ourselves and our work
Personal stories and testimonials (*use with care)
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Story Building Block:
Empathy
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How can a nonprofit use these building blocks?
Jokes and joyful anecdotes
Inspiration, awe, & wonder (also music, babies, & puppies)
Listen and tap into what your audience is already into

Story Building Blocks: 
Humor, Joy, & Delight 
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Humor depends on context and culture. How can your
organization use it thoughtfully?



Where Do Stories Show Up In
Our Nonprofit Work?
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Stories
we tell
ourselves

Stories that
shape our

organizations

people with money are mean
money is the root of evil
money (or the lack of) can lead to
feeling inferior or superior to others

When I was young, a friend discovered I was
"poor" and rejected me. That experience + the
messages I heard became an invisible story
about money—a story in which:

When I became 
a nonprofit fundraiser, my
invisible story affected
my work and caused a lot
of unnecessary stress
until I learned to see and
begin to address it.

Identity stories (e.g. why our organization was
founded, why we exist, our core purpose)
Culture stories (e.g. what we celebrate,  how we
treat each other and our communities, how
actions align with stated values) 
Success & Failure Stories (e.g. how we learn and
adapt—or how we cover up and blame)
Treasure Stories  (e.g. who we recruit, what we
recognize and promote, how much people are
paid, our financials!)
Future Stories (e.g. our vision, strategy, or dreams
for our communities)

Stories to look for:

MISSION MOMENT: Reflect on a moment in
your nonprofit work that made you stop
and think, "this is what it’s all about!"
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Stories we
share with

supporters &
community

Who shares your dreams and wants to be
part of the change you are working on? 
What can you learn about who they are they
as people and what they care most about?
What stories can you share that highlight the
hopes and values you hold in common? 
How can your stories serve as a bridge to
meet them where they are?

 

Find & Know Your Audience!!

Reflect on the quote from Meg Wheatley below. What would
change if you approached your work as a nonprofit leader
as though this perspective was true?
There is no greater power than a community discovering what it cares
about. Ask “What is possible?” not “What’s wrong?”. Keep asking. Notice
what you care about. Assume that many others share your dreams....”

Can you think of one area where
you can help tell a better story
to strengthen your org's culture?

Stories that
shape our

organizations
cont...



A Simple Flash Story Exercise:



Start low: What’s the problem or situation

your organization wants to change?

Go high: How are you making a difference?

Drop low again: What barriers are still in

the way?

End high: Here’s what’s possible together!

(this pattern can be repeated)

Exercise: Telling an N Shaped Story
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*search Nancy Duarte's TedxEast video "The secret structure

of great talks" to learn more about applying a similar

structure for more powerful speeches and presentations.
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Bonus Exercise:
Detail Dunking 

Sensory details,
emotions, and vivid
descriptors invite the
audience in.
Detail dunking can help
you get over "writer's
block" and make your
story richer.
Images (including those
we paint with words)
engage the heart.

 



Be aware of harmful tropes & extractive practices (e.g.

using someone else's trauma to raise money).

Think about who you’re centering (organization, donor,

community) and make a conscious (and conscientious)

choice.

Tell stories that align with and uphold your values. 

Practice focusing on assets (vs deficits).

Practice highlighting interdependence & community (vs.

”saving & fixing”).

Move beyond focusing on a single individual. Zoom out!

Episodic Storytelling ("Joe is unhoused") vs. Thematic

Storytelling ("How our community can improve housing"). 

Practice ongoing consent.

Notes on Storytelling Ethics

Keep Exploring (A Few Additional Resources)

"Discover how the science of framing can help us to
be heard and understood. When we change the
story and how we tell it, we can change the world."
https://www.frameworksinstitute.org/

Community Centric Fundraising has many great
resources, including the essay: "7 Ways to Tell
Stories Ethically: The Journey From Exploited
Program Participant to Empowered Storyteller"  at
https://communitycentricfundraising.org/

"Ethical Storytelling is a community of nonprofit
practitioners & storytellers learning how to
integrate a new standard of storytelling."
https://ethicalstorytelling.com/


